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BRAND: EKids
EAR PLACEMENT: Over-Ear
COLOR: Yellow
CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Wired
MODEL NAME: 140
COMPATIBILITY: iOS and/or Android
PACKAGE DIMENSIONS: 10.9 x 7.7 x 2.5 inches
ITEM WEIGHT: 7.2 ounces

Introduction

The brand-new, kid-friendly Lion King headphones are here! Whatever you want to hear, you may do so in safety,
comfort, and style. The volume limiting lever on these premium headphones ensures that the sound levels are
appropriate for children. The fun Lion King illustrations are ideal for your child. Connect your audio device and start
listening to whatever you like. You may listen to your music for as long as you wish thanks to the quality and comfort
of the pivoting ear cushions and adjustable headband. Your child will love receiving this as a gift or a birthday
present! Features: connects to any audio device; volume limiting switch Adjustable ear cushions that pivot Order the
Lion King graphics right away!

HOW TO MAKE HEADPHONES LOUDER

Your headphones need cleaning.
removing your device’s volume restrictions.
using apps to increase volume.
Employing an amplifier
purchase a new pair of louder-sounding headphones.

HOW TO MAKE HEADPHONES MORE COMFORTABLE

Take some foam or other cushioning and tuck it all the way under the ear pad of your headphones to increase
comfort. The pad’s thickness should rise as a result, giving your ears additional room inside the cup. I used a backer
rod, but you could also use cotton balls or anything a little softer.

HOW TO WEAR HEADPHONES WITHOUT PAIN

Use a dry, lint-free, nonabrasive cloth to clean the devices.
Keep the volume at 60 percent or less of the maximum level, as was previously advised.
Make sure the earbuds are snug without putting too much strain on your ears.

HOW TO CLEAN

Take off the ear cushions and use a tiny cloth dipped in warm soapy water to clean the outside of the headphones.
Use some paper towels to dry off, then let the area thoroughly air dry. Use a tiny cloth dampened with hand sanitizer
or rubbing alcohol to gently clean the outside of the ear pads.

Frequently Asked Questions

Can young children wear headphones?

Avoid using earphones or any other in-canal listening devices on infants and young children. Their ear health may be
harmed by this. Choose between over-ear or on-ear headphones instead. Make sure the ear cups on whatever
model you select fit your child’s ears.

How loudly should children’s headphones be set?

As we’ve already mentioned, most experts agree that an ambient noise level of 85 dBA is deemed to be reasonably
safe for listening for an hour, and many children’s headphones make the claim that they can only be turned up to that
level.



Are wireless earbuds secure for children?

Children should not be exposed to noise levels above 85 dB, according to WHO. Think about how loud a face-to-face
conversation is on average—60 dB—to get an idea of that. Additionally, parents should only allow their kids to wear
wireless headphones for a maximum of an hour at a time.

How much time should you spend using headphones?

Doctors advise adhering to the 60/60 rule: Play video games, watch movies, or listen to music at no more than 60%
of the maximum volume. You should only wear earbuds for no more than 60 minutes at a time.

Who uses headphones the most, by age group?

Even though hearing issues frequently affect the elderly, tinnitus and hearing loss are becoming more common
among young individuals. More young individuals between the ages of 18 and 44 than those over the age of 45 use
headphones.

When can a newborn start using headphones?

Baby earmuffs are safe for newborns and suggested for children 0 to 18 months. Children’s earmuffs are advised for
use from 6 months to mid-adolescence, or until your child outgrows them.

What loudness should I keep at?

In general, sounds at or below 70 dBA are regarded as secure. Your hearing is more susceptible to long-term harm
from sounds at or above 85 dBA. According to research, those who are exposed to noise levels of 85 dBA or above
for extended periods of time are far more likely to have hearing loss.

How come headphones are so small?

Your headphones’ strong clamping force is the reason why they may seem “too tight” to you. Your headphones are
able to adhere to your skull and prevent sliding off thanks to the clamping force. This plays a crucial role in anchoring
your headphones.

Why is it painful to wear headphones?

The pinna, the outside portion of your ear, can suffer pressure injury if headphones are worn over or around it. Under
headphones, bending or compressing the delicate pinna cartilage can be painful and put you at danger of inflicting a
skin abrasion that might become infectious.

Can I use glasses and headphones together?

You might try the following methods to lessen the discomfort: Purchasing Thinner-Framed Glasses. Increase the
Distance Between Your Headphones to Lessen Clamping Force. Select over-the-ear headphones.
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